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Abstract
Thermal impedance spectroscopy (TIS) is a non-destructive method for characterizing thermal properties of
entire battery cells. Heat capacity, thermal conductivity and heat exchange with environment are determined by an evaluation of the heat transfer behavior of the battery. TIS measurements are usually conducted with contact-based temperature sensors, such as thermocouples or thermistors, which show drawbacks at
higher convection rates and higher temperature differences between battery and environment.
To elude drawbacks in these kinds of sensors, an infrared-based temperature sensor system for battery surface temperature measurements is implemented. TIS measurements are conducted with this sensor system
and with conventional, contact-based temperature sensors. Accuracy and reliability of thermal parameter
identification is analyzed for the different sensor systems. Moreover, thermal parameters are identified for
different cylindrical 18650 Li-ion cells with capacities between 1.1 Ah and 2.7 Ah.
The comparison of different types of temperature sensors shows that contact-based sensors underestimate
surface temperatures even at low temperature differences to environment. This causes an error in thermal
parameter identification. The TIS measurements performed with contact-based sensors show divergence of
20 - 60 % for heat capacity, 30 - 70 % for thermal conductivity and 20 - 60 % for convective heat exchange
with environment.
With our IR temperature sensor system, parameter identification is performed for different batteries. Resulting values for specific heat capacity are in a range between 900 and 1020 J/kgK and thermal conductivities in radial direction lies between 3.1 and 3.6 W/mK.
Our investigations show that IR-based temperature sensors are an effective progression for TIS measurements and improve quality of parameter identification at low cost. Moreover, discrepancies mentioned in
TIS literature can be explained by our findings.
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Introduction

Temperature influences many attributes of Li-ion
batteries, such as efficiency, usable capacity,
aging, and safety [1]. Consequently, a good
knowledge of thermal battery parameters is essential for the development of battery systems for
electric vehicles. Conventional techniques for the
identification of heat capacity and thermal conductivity are mainly based on expensive measurement devices, such as calorimeters, or require a destruction of the battery, such as the
xenon-flash method [2].
Barsoukov et al. [3] introduced thermal impedance spectroscopy (TIS) as an alternative, nondestructive method for characterizing thermal
properties of entire battery cells. Heat capacity,
thermal conductivity, and heat exchange with the
environment can be determined without the use
of a calorimeter and destruction of the cell. To
ascertain the thermal characteristics of a battery,
sinusoidal heat excitation is applied to the battery. At the same time, transient battery temperature is measured. In [3], heat excitation is performed with a heating band wound around a
cylindrical cell. Evaluating heat transfer behavior
for different excitation frequencies yields a characteristic thermal impedance spectrum. This
spectrum exhibits the complete thermal characteristics of the battery in question [3]. Schmidt et
al. [4] and Fleckenstein et al. [5] have enhanced
the TIS method by using internal irreversible
losses of the battery instead of an external heating band to induce sinusoidal heat generation.
All TIS publications presented have in common
that thermocouples were used for temperature
measurements. As these sensors belong to the
category of contact-based sensors, they have a
major drawback: Only one side of the sensor is in
contact with the battery‟s surface, whereas the
back side interacts with the environment [6].
Radiation and convection at the back side of the
sensor causes the sensor‟s temperature to diverge
from the battery‟s surface temperature. This divergence increases with intensified convection
that occurs either with larger differences between
battery and environment temperature or with
forced air flow around the battery. In Figure 1, a
thermal image shows the difference between
sensor temperature and the battery‟s surface
temperature using a thermocouple sensor. Although the battery temperature of 23.6 °C is only
4 °C above ambient temperature , the temperature of the sensor tip (23.2 °C) exhibits a difference of -0.4 °C.

Figure 1: Thermal image of a thermocouple sensor
attached to a heated cylindrical battery, illustrating
differences between surface and sensor temperature

Figure 2 shows surface temperatures measured for
a cell heated with a rectangular current profile
consisting of charge and discharge periods which
alter every 10 s. An increasing temperature divergence between an infrared (IR)-based thermopile
sensor, a thermocouple, and a PT1000 thermistor
is evident. The PT1000 sensor has a plane shape of
2 mm x 5 mm, which leads to a weak thermal contact to the cell‟s cylindrical surface. The differences of thermocouple and PT1000 sensor data
demonstrate the inexpediency of contact-based
sensors for surface temperature measurements.

Figure 2: Measurement of temperature increase of a Liion battery (2 Ah) heated 2 hours with rectangular pulse
current profiles (10 s charge / 10 s discharge)

To improve thermal parameter identification for
Li-ion batteries, TIS measurements with a radiation-based sensor system are presented in this article. The process of data evaluation for TIS measurements is explained for cylindrical cells. A
comparison of results obtained with different temperature sensors demonstrates the advantages of
contact-free temperature measurement. Using the
IR-based thermopile sensor system, thermal parameters are identified and compared for different
types of 18650 Li-ion batteries. Repeated measurements at varied rates of convection show the
reliability of this thermal battery parameter identification technique.
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Method

Impedance spectroscopy (IS) is a general term
for small-signal measurements of linear electrical
response analyses to yield information about the
physicochemical properties of a system [7]. Usually, a single-frequency current or voltage is
applied to the system. Measuring the phase shift
and amplitude of the resulting voltage or current,
respectively, yields an impedance value for the
applied frequency [8].
In contrast to conventional IS analyses, TIS analysis examines the thermal response of a system
instead of an electrical response. Evaluating the
temperature response to a specified heat excitation yields a characteristic thermal impedance
value. In the following sections, the basic principles of TIS are explained. Firstly, thermal impedance is defined. Moreover, the applied method of heat excitation and the IR-based temperature measurement is presented. The impedance
values are derived from measurement data and
the resulting impedance spectrum is used for a
model-based parameter identification that shows
the heat capacity, thermal conductivity and heat
exchange coefficient for convective heat transfer.

2.1

Thermal Impedance Definition

To describe the heat transfer behavior of a battery for a certain frequency , a thermal impedance
is used. This impedance, representing
the temperature response
to a heat excitation
, calculates in the frequency domain
as:
with

(1)

For a sinusoidal heat excitation, equations (2)-(4)
show the calculation of the thermal impedance.
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As heat conduction is rather slow, only frequencies
in the millihertz and sub-millihertz range provide
meaningful information. Thus, TIS measurements
are usually performed in the time domain instead
of the frequency domain. For this reason, impedances
are derived from a calculation of amplitude ratio ( ̂ ⁄ ̂ ) and phase delay (
).
Thermal impedances for different frequencies
result in a characteristic impedance spectrum.

2.2

Heat Generation

To obtain
, a sinusoidal heat flow
has to be
applied to the battery. Preferably, this is performed
by using irreversible losses of the battery itself that
provoke internal heat generation. Applying a sinusoidal current to the battery would cause a
charge and a discharge half cycle, which both last
up to several minutes and hours for low frequencies in the millihertz and sub-millihertz range.
Consequently, the battery´s state of charge changes
considerably. Charging or discharging a Li-ion
battery is always united with reversible heat generation [9], which would distort the required sinusoidal heat generation. This undesired side-effect is
eliminated by using an alternating charge and discharge carrier that is modulated with the frequency . Figure 3 illustrates the method in which current profiles for our TIS measurements are com-

Figure 3: Composition of heating currents for TIS experiments
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posed. A low-frequency sinusoid provides the
required test frequency in the range of millihertz
or microhertz. This signal is multiplied with an
alternating, rectangular profile to switch between
charge and discharge periods every 3 s. Thus, the
battery‟s state of charge remains constant, while
at the same time a sinusoidal heat generation can
be achieved. An offset in the low frequency sinusoid signal leads to a permanent generation of
heat losses. This prevents the battery from cooling down to environment temperature, which
might disproportionately attenuate heat exchange
due to natural convection.
Table 1 shows the parameters of the applied
heating currents. The first heating signal is repeated for a longer time to heat up the battery
and establish steady-state conditions. As lower
frequencies provide a better signal to noise ratio,
fewer repetitions are performed.
The entire heating profile is applied to the battery
by a BaSyTec battery test system. Figure 4a and
Figure 4b show current and voltage measurements of a TIS experiment.
Table 1: Parameter set for TIS heating currents

Frequency
4.0 mHz
2.0 mHz
1.0 mHz
0.4 mHz
0.2 mHz
0.1 mHz
0.04 mHz

Offset
2.0 A
2.0 A
2.0 A
2.0 A
2.0 A
2.0 A
2.0 A

Amplitude Repetitions
1.0 A
30
1.0 A
9
1.0 A
6
1.0 A
4
1.0 A
4
1.0 A
3
0.8 A
3

2.3

Heat Loss Calculation

Electrical measurement values, such as current,
voltage, charge balance (Ah), and energy balance (Wh), are recorded by the battery test system
every 500 ms. Charge and energy balance are updated inside the test system every few milliseconds. From the recorded data, heat losses can be
calculated after the measurement. For each pair of
charge and discharge pulses, energy loss is observed. An interpolation between measurement
points assures that the evaluated end point of a
pulse pair has the same charge content as the start
point. In this case, the energy loss equals the difference in Wh balance between start and end point.
Dividing these energy losses by the duration of the
pulse pair yields the required heating power. As
duration of pulse pairs is short compared to an
entire period of the low-frequency sinusoid, the
heat calculation provides a smooth and accurate
heat generation curve, which can be seen in
Figure 4c.

2.4

Temperature Measurement

In addition to the heating power curve, a surface
temperature curve is required as the second input
for thermal impedance calculation. To overcome
drawbacks of contact-based temperature sensors,
IR thermopile sensors are used for surface temperature measurement. The lower absolute accuracy
of radiation-based sensors compared to contactbased sensors is only of minor importance, as the
TIS method evaluates only temperature differences, which can be reproduced precisely. The
PerkinElmer A2TMPI 334 sensor employed is

Figure 4: Measurement data of a TIS experiment comprising (a) current, (b) terminal voltage,
(c) computed heat losses, and (d) surface temperature (raw and median-filtered thermopile data)
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shown in Figure 5 with and without isothermal
copper housing. The isothermal housing prevents
uneven temperature distribution along the sensor
casing, which might deteriorate the highly sensitive measurement of captured heat radiation.

with fundamental frequency , offset , amplitudes
, and phase angles
. This expression leads to an excellent approximation of measurement curves (see Figure 6).

Figure 5: IR thermopile sensor with and without isothermal housing

The sensor has an integrated data processing unit
and covers a temperature range from -20 °C to
100 °C. It converts thermopile voltages of a few
microvolts into an output voltage between 0 V
and 5 V. The output voltage is digitalized by an
analog-to-digital converter and the result is
transmitted by a microcontroller system via USB
interface. Temperature data is recorded synchronously by the battery test system. Figure 4d
shows raw and median-filtered surface temperature values.

2.5

Figure 6: Approximation of the last two thirds of experimental data with a single frequency sinusoid and with a
combination of two sinusoids (first + second harmonic)

Following this data processing, the ratio of
values and the difference of values from heating
and temperature curves represent amplitude and
phase of the thermal impedance
for each fundamental frequency.
(

Impedance Calculation

As formulated in equation (4), thermal impedance
has to be calculated from surface temperature and heat losses. Firstly, measurement
data is subdivided into sections for each frequency. As there is always a certain transition period
when changing the heating frequency, the first
third of measurement data for each frequency is
discarded. For the remaining two thirds, surface
temperature curve and heat losses are approximated by an analytical expression. This curve
fitting is performed with a non-linear leastsquares optimization routine. Figure 6 shows that
both curves cannot be approximated properly
with a single sinusoid, expressed by:
(5)

with offset , amplitude , and phase angle .
Fast Fourier transform (FFT) analyses revealed
that the intensity of the second harmonic always
accounts for up to 10% of the intensity of the
fundamental frequency. This observation is in
accordance with FFT results presented in [5].
Therefore, the following combination of two
sinusoids with fundamental and double frequency is employed for approximation:
(6)

)

(7)

This impedance calculation can also be performed
for the second harmonics by evaluating the corresponding pairs of
and values.
The impedance spectrum obtained from fundamental frequencies serves as the basis for thermal parameter identification; the spectrum obtained from
harmonics is used for consistency checks.

2.6

Thermal Battery Model

To extract thermal battery parameters from a
measured impedance spectrum, a thermal model of
the battery is necessary. This model reproduces the
effects of heat capacity, thermal conductivity, heat
exchange with environment, and internal losses
generation. Transient simulation is then used to
calculate an impedance spectrum for the battery
model, which is subsequently employed for parameter identification.
Since all our TIS experiments are performed with
cylindrical 18650 batteries inside a temperature
chamber, homogeneous environment temperatures
can be assumed. As generated heat losses inside
the cells are rather low (< 0.5 W) and the temperature increase during TIS experiments accounts
only for a few °C (see Figure 4d), the battery exhibits a homogeneous surface temperature (compare with Figure 1). This uniform temperature
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distribution demonstrates that no temperature
gradients along height and circumference direction need to be considered. Consequently, the
thermal battery modeling can be reduced to a 1D
heat transfer problem in radial direction.
In order to simulate this radial heat transfer numerically with a finite differences method, the
battery has to be discretized in radial direction.
Figure 7 shows a cylindrical battery, which is
discretized equidistantly into hollow cylinders.
Moreover, it illustrates the reduction to one relevant dimension with heat transfer only in radial
direction.
r1

Cp_2

(

)

(

)
(9)
(10)

2.6.2 Heat Conduction
Exchanged heat
between two neighboring
discretization elements with lumped heat capacities
and
can be expressed by Fourier‟s
law as:
(11)

Pv_1

T1
Cp1

The thermal resistance

for the heat flow
through the cylinder segment between two neighboring heat capacities is calculated as in [10]:

Pv_2

Rth_1,2

r2

shares for the discretization elements:

T2

Rth_2,3

⁄

[

Pv_N-1

]

(12)

and
are the inner and outer radii of the
heat transfer distance between the two lumped heat
capacities.
is the thermal conductivity of the
battery in radial direction.
where

rN-1

Rth_N-2,N-1
Cp_N-1

TN-1

Rth_N-1,N

r/N

rN

Pv_N

r

TN
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Qrad
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Figure 7: Discretization of a cylindrical battery for
finite differences simulation and reduction to a radial
1D heat transfer problem

Each discretization element consists of an element temperature and a lumped heat capacity
. Neighboring elements are linked by a thermal resistance
, representing thermal
conductivity. Heat exchange with environment
comprises radiation
and convection
.
Internal heat generation is expressed by irreversible losses
. For our simulations, a discretization with
is used.
2.6.1 Heat Capacity
The heat capacity of the entire battery
equals
the product of mass and specific heat capacity
of the battery:
(8)

The lumped heat capacity
of each discretization element with volume is proportional to its
ratio of the entire battery volume
(
),
where is the radius and the height of the battery. For a uniform discretization, the thickness
of all hollow cylinders is identical ( ⁄ ). This
leads to the following volume and heat capacity

2.6.3 Heat Exchange with Environment
As the battery exchanges heat with the environment, radiative and convective heat flow are applied to the outermost discretization element. These two boundary conditions depend on the battery‟s surface temperature
and the environment temperature .
is computed based on
the thermal resistance
, which represents the
heat conduction through the outer half of the
outermost discretization element and is calculated
similarly to the other resistances
as explained above.
Radiated heat from the battery follows the StefanBoltzmann law and is obtained as:
(

)

(13)

where
is the battery‟s surface area (
),
is the emissivity, is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and is the view factor between battery and
environment. Since the battery is a convex object
in a larger enclosure, is set to 1. is assumed to
0.95, as the battery‟s surface is covered with black
insulation tape.
In addition to radiation, heat is also exchanged
with environment by natural or forced convection.
This additionally emitted heat computes as:
(

)

(14)

where
is the convective heat transfer coefficient, which is assumed to be independent of temperature.
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2.6.4 Irreversible Heat Losses
Lastly, the implementation of irreversible losses
, used for heating the battery, completes the
simulation model. As only inconsiderable temperature gradients occur inside the battery during
the applied low-frequency heating currents, losses are assumed to be uniformly distributed inside the cell. Thus,
is proportional to . In
analogy to equation (10),
calculates as:

rived from the result values of the optimization
process. As a good agreement between both spectra can be achieved, the utilized battery model is
appropriate for thermal parameter identification.

(15)

2.6.5 Transient Thermal Simulation
To simulate transient thermal behavior of the
battery, a heat balance is formulated for each
discretization element:
̇

[

̇

]

Composing these heat balances for all discretization elements to a system of equations yields:
̇

(18)

where is the vector of all element temperatures,
is the diagonal heat capacity matrix,
is
the heat conduction matrix, vector
represents the sum of radiative and convective heat
exchange with the environment, and vector
contains the generated heat. This equation can
now be solved numerically over time and delivers the temperature response of the battery to a
specified heating signal.

2.7

Figure 8: Comparison of thermal impedance spectra
from measurement and simulation

(16)
(17)

Parameter Identification

The implemented battery model is the basis for
the identification of thermal cell parameters.
With the battery model, TIS measurements are
simulated. The same sinusoidal heat excitation as
in the experiment is applied to the thermal battery model. Simulation results deliver thermal
impedances for each frequency, which form an
entire impedance spectrum. The ability to simulate TIS measurements allows rapid creation of
impedance spectra for arbitrary thermal cell parameters.
A least-squares optimization routine is employed
to systematically adapt the heat capacity, thermal
conductivity, and convective heat exchange coefficient of the simulation model until a good
agreement between measured and simulated
impedance spectra is achieved. Final values of
the parameter variation process represent the
thermal parameters of the real battery. Figure 8
compares an impedance spectrum from measurement data with an impedance spectrum de-

3

Measurement Results

Within this article, three cylindrical 18650 Li-ion
cells are examined. They are produced by different
manufacturers and have different capacities and
weights, as listed in Table 2. These cells are chosen to cover a broad spectrum of Li-ion batteries
from high energy batteries (cell B) to high power
batteries (cell C). Cell A represents a battery type
with medial characteristics.
Table 2: Overview of examined cells

Cell
A
B
C

Manufacturer
Sanyo
Panasonic
A123

Capacity
2.0 Ah
2.7 Ah
1.1 Ah

Weight
42.9 g
45.0 g
39.4 g

All measurements are conducted inside a thermal
chamber containing a 50 W Peltier element to
guarantee constant environmental conditions.
Chamber temperature is set to 25 °C and shows
fluctuations of less than 0.1 °C. The examined cell
is mounted horizontally at the center of the chamber. To obtain the same emissivity for the surfaces
of the three examined cells, identical black insulation tape is attached to the cells‟ surfaces. A
PT1000 sensor and a thermocouple are also
mounted onto the cell with insulation tape. The
thermopile sensor is placed close to the cell in a
distance of few millimeters and is facing the cell‟s
surface, which is covered with insulation tape.
The Peltier element in the lid of the thermal chamber contains a heat sink inside and outside the
chamber. The fan on the heat sink inside the
chamber aspirates air from above the battery and
causes turbulence inside the chamber. As this fan
is located about 20 cm above the examined cell,
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the induced airflow around the cell causes heat
exchange by forced convection. The amount of
heat exchanged by convection can by varied with
the supply voltage of the fan.
Various measurements are performed to investigate the influences of the different temperature
sensors, convection and differences among battery types.
For an evaluation of the robustness of the TIS
method, parameter identification is performed
repeatedly for different sets of excitation frequencies, comprising five to seven frequencies
from Table 1. For the reduced sets of frequencies, the lowest frequencies were excluded from
evaluation. In the following result chapters, parameter values are always presented in the format
M ± S, where M represents the mean value and S
is an estimated standard deviation.

Figure 10: Bode plot of impedances calculated from
different sensor data (cell A, fan 12 V)

3.1 Comparison of Temperature Sensors
For a comparison of sensor technologies, temperature measurements are performed simultaneously with a PT1000 (PT), a thermocouple (TC),
and a thermopile (IR) sensor. For this TIS experiment, cell A is employed and fan voltage is set to
12 V. All sensors are calibrated at 20 °C and
30 °C to eliminate effects from miscalibration.
As Figure 9 illustrates, the IR sensor shows the
highest changes in surface temperature. The contact-based sensors underestimate surface temperatures changes even at low temperature differences to the environment.
Figure 11: Interpolated Nyquist plot of impedances
calculated from different sensor data (cell A, fan 12 V)

Figure 9: Changes in surface temperature measured
with different temperature sensors (cell A, fan 12 V)

Figure 10 depicts the corresponding amplitude
and phase shift of the calculated thermal impedances for the applied frequencies. The figure
shows that amplitudes diverge pronouncedly in
the frequency domain below 0.5 mHz and phase
angles diverge at frequencies above 0.5 mHz.
The amplitude variations in the low frequency
domain lead to different diameters for the semicircles in the Nyquist plot, depicted in Figure 11.
The divergence of phase angles leads to negative
real parts for the first impedances (> 1 mHz)
calculated from PT1000 or thermocouple data.

As there are substantial differences in impedance
spectra for the three temperature sensors, considerable deviations in thermal parameter identification
are observed. Thermal parameters for cell A, identified with different sensor data, are shown in Table 3. A comparison of results for heat capacity
and convective heat transfer illustrates that TC and
PT data yield deviations from IR results which lie
in a range of 20 % and 60 %, respectively. Comparing thermal conductivities, deviations from IR
results are approximately 30 % and 70 % for the
two other sensors.
Table 3: Thermal parameters identified for cell A with
measurement data from different sensors (fan 12 V)

Sensor

IR
TC
PT

Heat
Capacity
[J/kgK]
1013 ± 10
1212 ± 14
1601 ± 12
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Thermal
Convection
Conductivity
[W/m²K]
[W/mK]
3.09 ± 0.67 21.99 ± 0.07
3.95 ± 1.32 25.96 ± 0.18
5.34 ± 1.35 33.80 ± 0.66
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Table 3 also shows that uncertainty in parameter
identification is low for heat capacity and convective heat transfer as the standard deviation is
below 1-2 % for all three sensor cases. In contrast, thermal conductivity shows larger deviations, as the standard deviation represents more
than 30 %.

3.2

In the Nyquist plot (Figure 13), the differences in
amplitude become visible in the form of different
diameters of the depicted semicircles.

Influence of Convection

As the heat exchange with environment affects
the thermal impedance spectrum, the influence of
convection on the identified thermal parameters
is investigated. This series of measurements also
provides information about the reliability of the
TIS method. As only convection is changed but
not the cell itself, the values calculated for heat
capacity and thermal conductivity have to remain
constant. For this series of experiments, cell B is
employed. Temperature measurement is performed with the IR sensor system and fan voltage
is varied from 0 V (fan off) to 16 V.
The influence of convective heat exchange on the
amplitude and phase of the thermal impedance is
illustrated in Figure 12. For frequencies above
1 mHz, the amplitudes show no difference. For
frequencies below 1 mHz, amplitudes diverge:
the lower the convective heat exchange, the
higher the amplitude. The phase curves show
distinct separation between 0.1 mHz and 1 mHz.
For frequencies below and above this interval,
phase values converge.

Figure 13: Interpolated Nyquist plot for TIS measurements at different rates of convection (cell B, IR sensor)

Explicit values for the heat capacity, thermal conductivity and convective heat exchange are provided in Table 4. The different supply voltages for the
fan between 8 and 16 V lead to specific heat capacities that are close together and show deviations
of less than 1 %. The heat capacity for “fan off” is
almost 4 % higher than the other values. This is
caused by the deactivated Peltier element. Thus,
temperature inside the test chamber does not remain constant and distorts parameter identification.
Thermal conductivity shows larger deviations, but
stays at an order of 3.5 W/mK.
Table 4: Thermal parameters of cell B, calculated from
TIS measurements with different rates of convection

Fan

off
8V
12 V
16 V

3.3

Figure 12: Bode plot for TIS measurements at different rates of convection (cell B, IR sensor)

Heat
Capacity
[J/kgK]
941 ± 7
907 ± 7
910 ± 6
907 ± 6

Thermal
Convection
Conductivity
[W/m²K]
[W/mK]
3.05 ± 0.68 9.53 ± 0.14
3.48 ± 1.26 14.11 ± 0.03
3.94 ± 2.14 19.28 ± 0.05
3.59 ± 0.30 22.46 ± 0.05

Comparison of Battery Types

Cylindrical 18650 Li-ion cells with high energy
and high power characteristics often contain different cell chemistries and have a different cell
design with regard to electrode thicknesses [11].
To investigate influences of the battery type on
thermal parameters, TIS measurements are performed with three different 18650 cells. For comparison, data with equivalent convective boundary
conditions are selected. Table 5 shows the results
of thermal parameter identification. Heat capacity
values show that the high energy battery (cell B)
examined has a heat capacity about 10 % lower
than the other two cells. Thermal conductivity lies
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in the same range for all cells. More specific
conclusions for conductivity cannot be drawn
owing to higher uncertainties in parameter identification.
Table 5: Thermal parameters calculated for different
cell types (IR temperature measurements)

Cell

A
B
C

4

Heat
Capacity
[J/kgK]
1013 ± 10
907 ± 6
1011 ± 5

Thermal
Convection
Conductivity
[W/m²K]
[W/mK]
3.09 ± 0.67 21.99 ± 0.07
3.59 ± 0.30 22.46 ± 0.05
3.61 ± 1.28 21.04 ± 0.07

Discussion

To evaluate the quality of results obtained from
TIS measurements with an IR-based sensor system, thermal parameters are compared with reference values from the literature. Maleki et al. [2]
examined a cylindrical 18650 Li-ion cell from
Sony. They determined a specific heat capacity
of about 1000 J/kgK and a cross-plane thermal
conductivity of 3.4 W/mK for a stack of positive
electrode, separator, and negative electrode
soaked with electrolyte. These values confirm the
results of our TIS measurements performed with
the IR sensor system, which yields heat capacities between 900 and 1020 J/kgK. Moreover, our
derived thermal conductivities range between 3.1
and 3.6 W/mK and are in good agreement with
the data presented in the literature.
Furthermore, our measurements demonstrate that
contact-based temperature sensors are not efficient at measuring surface temperatures. Taking
the sensor temperature as the value for the battery‟s surface temperature leads to an underestimation of the battery temperature. This causes a
substantial overestimation of heat capacity as
well as convective heat exchange of about 20 %
for thermocouples and 60 % for the PT1000
thermistors in our experimental setup. Consequently, these temperature measurements cannot
be used for reliable thermal parameter identification.
These findings can explain several discrepancies
mentioned in the TIS literature. In [3], a substantial overestimation of heat capacity and convective heat exchange is reported. For heat capacity,
they yield a value which was almost 80 % higher
than a reference value obtained from calorimetric
studies. With regard to our comparison of different temperature sensors (see Table 3), this effect
can be explained by errors in temperature measurement typical for contact-based temperature
sensors.

In [4], no validation of the TIS method was performed. Thus, no statement on accuracy is given.
The third TIS reference [5] takes a time delay of
the thermocouple into account. However, they also
report a difference in heat capacity of about 5 %
compared to a reference value from calorimetry.
As the time delay approach considers no heat exchange of the sensor with the environment, there is
still an underestimation of the battery‟s surface
temperature. Regarding Bode plots, such as
Figure 10 and Figure 12, it becomes obvious that
inserting a time delay for the sensor can only correct errors in phase but not in amplitude. Hence,
the errors presented in this reference might also be
related to errors in temperature measurement.
The repeated TIS measurements at different rates
of convection demonstrate the importance of constant environment temperature for TIS measurements. The values of estimated standard deviation
from several evaluation runs show that a stable
data evaluation with good repeat accuracy is obtained for heat capacity and heat exchange with the
environment. Thermal conductivity, however,
shows higher deviations, which require an averaging of several evaluation runs to achieve reliable
values. The deviations may be related to uncertainties in the phase value obtained from the curve
fitting process. Overall, the measurements show
that IR temperature data leads to lower uncertainties in parameter identification compared to thermocouple and PT1000 data.

5

Conclusion

Our investigations show that IR-based temperature
sensors are an effective progression for TIS measurements and improve quality of parameter identification at low cost. Moreover, discrepancies between thermal parameters obtained by TIS measurement and calorimetry results mentioned in the
TIS literature can be explained by our investigations.
The heat capacity of Li-ion batteries and heat exchange with the environment can be determined
reliably owing to a high repeat accuracy. The specific heat capacities identified for three different
cells range between 900 and 1020 J/kgK, which is
in good agreement with literature data. Thermal
conductivity is determined in a range between 3.1
and 3.6 W/mK. This is also in good accordance
with the literature but results exhibit larger deviations.
These deviations could be reduced by improved
excitation signals and optimized curve fitting routines. Selecting the right offset current, current
amplitude, and repetition per frequency may im-
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prove signal-to-noise ratio for frequencies above
1 mHz. This leads to more accurate curve fitting
results which are the basis for reduced deviations
in thermal conductivity.
Another focus of further work is an acceleration
of TIS measurements. We are currently investigating methods for reducing measurement time
to only a few hours. This acceleration is necessary to establish TIS as a practicable method for
thermal parameter identification for larger numbers of cells.
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